I'M ALIVE

Lyrics by BRIAN YORKEY

Music by TOM KITT

Moderately bright rock \( \text{\textdagger} = 160 \)

\[
\begin{align*}
G7 & \\
(\text{High-hat}) & \\
G & G7\text{sus/F} & G & G7\text{sus/F} & C2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
G & G7\text{sus/F} & G & G7\text{sus/F} & C2 & G & G7\text{sus/F} & G \\
\end{align*}
\]

Gabe:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I am what you want... me to be, and I'm your worst fear... you'll find...} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{it in me... Come closer...} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Come} & \\
\end{align*}
\]
F(9) C2 F(9) F G G7sus/F G

closer...

G7sus/F C2 G G7sus/F G G7sus/F

o-ry, I am what might be, I am mys-ter-y. You

Dsus C2 Dsus C2 Dsus C2 Dsus

know me, so show me. When

C(9) A A7sus G/D

I ap-pear it's not so clear if I'm a sim-ple spir-
But I'm a

live, I'm alive, I am so alive, and I feed on the fear that's behind your eyes. And I need you to need me, it's no surprise. I'm alive...

So alive...
C/G

So a - live...

I'm a - live...

A5

A7sus

D/A

A5

A7sus

I'm right be - hind you.

D/A

A5

A7sus

D/A

You say for - get, but I re - mind.

A5

A7sus

A

G

D

You can try to hide, you know.
G5    G7sus
whoa__________ no, no, no. I'm a -

G      C2      G
live___ I'm a - live, I am so a - live, if you climb on my back, then we both

G      C2      G
can fly___ If you try to de - ny me, I'll nev - er cie___ I'm a -

G      C/G
live___ So a - live___

G